
 
 

 
Year 6      

        
 Summer Term 1 Week 3 Home Learning Tasks  

 

 

  
Task  

 

Success 
criteria 

Please complete the tasks in sequential order.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 Hi Year 6, 

 

Myself and Miss Dunn hope you are all doing ok. We look forward to 

seeing what amazing work you create this week. Remember that the 

following pieces of work was due in for submission last week: 

 

-Dday letter or VE day newspaper report  

 

You can submit those to us by email or via Microsoft Teams.  

 

We miss you all very much and are very proud of all the work you have 

been completing.  Keep up the good work! 

 

Remember to tune in with me on this Monday at 10am for a live 

celebration assembly. 

 

Miss Wilcox  
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For help 

videos by 

Miss Wilcox 

follow: 

 

https://youtu.

be/N1qPg_Xpl

sE 

 

https://youtu.

be/IgFvU2qq

2Tw 

 

 

WALT: 

Plan a party 

 

 

Plan the 

following: 

 

Who will be 

invited? 

 

What food 

will be 

offered? 

 

What 

decorations 

will be 

required? 

 

What special 

preparation 

will need to 

be made? 

 

Create a 

party 

invitation 

 

Year 6 Week beginning 4th May 2020 

 

This week you are going to continue looking at VE day, which was the 

end of World War 2. This day is celebrated on 8th May each year. 

Please use the VE day information sheets to help you.  

 

Use this link to remind what happened on VE day 75 years ago.  

 

https://youtu.be/NEavcsrMoMw 

 

This week you will be planning a party to celebrate this very special 

day. You might even choose to celebrate it with people at home.  

 

Task 1 

 

Using the planning sheet below, complete the following: 

 

Who will you invite?  

What food will you need? 

What special preparations will you make? E.g. what music will you 

have?, where will you have your party? 

What decorations will you need? E.g. bunting, balloons.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 2: Create a party invitation that you can use to 

invite people to your VE day celebration. Use the 

example below to help you. Please refer to this on the 

VE day information sheet. 

 

 
Extension: design a teacup design for the party. Refer 

to the teacup worksheet. 

https://youtu.be/N1qPg_XplsE
https://youtu.be/N1qPg_XplsE
https://youtu.be/N1qPg_XplsE
https://youtu.be/IgFvU2qq2Tw
https://youtu.be/IgFvU2qq2Tw
https://youtu.be/IgFvU2qq2Tw
https://youtu.be/NEavcsrMoMw
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Plan an 

instructional 

guide to make 

a party 

decoration 

 

Watch this 

video by Miss 

Wilcox: 

 

 
https://youtu.b
e/lGR6xSVye
kw  
 

https://youtu.

be/kDyjO3q9

Egw 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw your 

decorations. 

 

Use 

adjectives to 

describe the 

features of 

your 

decorations. 

 

List the 

resources you 

will need.  

 

Today you will be designing a VE day decoration that could be made for 

your party.  

 

Using the VE day design sheet, please draw four designs of decorations 

you could make to decorate your party e.g. bunting, paper rosettes. You 

can use the links below to give you some ideas.  

 

Examples of homemade decorations 

 

https://youtu.be/YeHxjRLX7_g 

 

https://youtu.be/6TlWcL9sVnc 

 

https://youtu.be/lHd8Ce442Ws 

 

Task 1 

 

The sheet you need to complete looks like this: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Task 2 

 

Choose your favourite design and begin to think about 

how you make it. You must ensure that you include all 

the detail required in order to successful make your 

decoration. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/lGR6xSVyekw
https://youtu.be/lGR6xSVyekw
https://youtu.be/lGR6xSVyekw
https://youtu.be/kDyjO3q9Egw
https://youtu.be/kDyjO3q9Egw
https://youtu.be/kDyjO3q9Egw
https://youtu.be/YeHxjRLX7_g
https://youtu.be/6TlWcL9sVnc
https://youtu.be/lHd8Ce442Ws
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Create an 

instructional 

guide 

 

Imperative 

verbs 

 

Conjunctions 

 

Chronological 

order 

 

Prepositions 

 

Thesaurus to 

find 

interesting 

vocabulary 

 

 

Using your planning sheets from yesterday, you will now write a more 

detailed method to explain exactly how to create your decoration. 

Consider using the following: 

 

-imperative verbs 

-conjunctions 

-chronological order 

-Prepositions 

-inventive vocabulary  

 

Using the union jack bordered paper. Write your method and draw a 

picture of your decoration.  

 

 
 

 

Extension: edit and improve your method by using a 

thesaurus.  

 

See if you can add the following: 

 

-a colon in a list 

-brackets for extra information  
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Plan a poem 

 

Watch the 

support 

videos by 

Miss Wilcox  

 

https://youtu.

be/gxQFsTih

6sc 

 

https://youtu.

be/Ya--

xhmBL78 

 

https://youtu.

be/DxChSRT

C3GQ 

 

 

 

Use stanzas 

 

Rhyming 

couplets 

 

Similes 

 

Metaphor 

 

Rhythm  

 

 

As part of your celebration you will be creating a poem and reading it 

out to your guests. This poem will reflect why VE day is so important to 

this country.  

 

Using the poem planning sheet, plan your own VE day poem. Use the 

model poems to help you.  

 

 

 

 

Extension:  Complete the SPaG mat. 
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Write a poem 

 

 

Use stanzas 

 

Rhyming 

couplets 

 

Similes 

 

Metaphor 

 

Rhythm 

 

 

Using your plan, write a poem about VE day. Use the following 

structure to help you if you wish: 

 

Stanza 1:  What day is it? 

Stanza 2: How were people celebrating? 

Stanza 3: What do the people remember about the war? 

Stanza 4: How the war will not be forgotten as many soldiers died.  

 

Use the bordered paper to write your poem in neat.  

 

Extension: film yourself reading your poem and share 

it with your teachers. 

R
e
a
d
in
g
 

 

 

Read and 

answer 

questions 

 

 

 

Read the Anne Frank text and answer the comprehension questions.  

 

https://youtu.be/gxQFsTih6sc
https://youtu.be/gxQFsTih6sc
https://youtu.be/gxQFsTih6sc
https://youtu.be/Ya--xhmBL78
https://youtu.be/Ya--xhmBL78
https://youtu.be/Ya--xhmBL78
https://youtu.be/DxChSRTC3GQ
https://youtu.be/DxChSRTC3GQ
https://youtu.be/DxChSRTC3GQ
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Revise 

spelling words  

 

 

 

  

Practise the spelling list for this week. Use the spelling practise sheet 

to help you look, write, cover, write and check. 

 

 

  

Extension: complete the spellings word search 
M
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Day 1 

 

Please look at 

the 

worksheet 

and 

supporting 

documents 

attached. 

Area of 

triangle = 

base x height 

÷ 2 

 

Area of 

parallelogram 

= l x w  

Day 1 – Area of parallelograms and triangles 
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Day 2 

 

 

 Day 2 – Mental calculation  

 

 

Choose strategies to answer the problems mentally.  

This means you should not use a formal method but use can your brain.  

 

Think about place value and estimation by rounding or partitioning       

 

Please look at the worksheet and the example provided on the sheet 

for support 
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Day 3  

 

 

Line up your 

place value 

 

X by the 1s,  

X the 10s 

X the 100s 

 

 

Day 3 – Short and long multiplication 

 

 

LINE UP YOUR NUMBERS 

 

Make note of everything you carry/exchange so that you do not forget 

about it  

Use the worksheet and  supporting documents attached. 
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Day 4  

 

 

Write your 

times tables 

first 

 

 

Day 4 – Short division 

Use worksheet and supporting documents 
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Day 5 

 

Multiplying. 

 

Place any 

whole 

numbers over 

1. 

 

Multiply the 

numerators 

to get new 

numerator 

 

Multiply 

denominators 

to get new 

denominator 

 

Simplify 

where 

possible 

 

Dividing 

 

Place any 

whole 

numbers over 

1. 

 

Keep the 

first fraction 

 

Change the ÷ 

to a x sign 

 

Flip the 

second 

fraction (or 

whole number 

over one). 

Treat as a 

multiplication 

sum 

 

Day 5 – Multiplying and dividing fractions 

Use worksheet and supporting documents attached 
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Investigate 

how shadows 

behave 

 

 

  

This week we will be looking at shadows.  

 

Watch this link: 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z87jmp3 

 

Task 1 

 

You will be carrying out an investigation to find out how shadows can 

change and why. You will be investigating into what happens to the 

shadow when the light source is at different distances from an opaque 

object.  

 

How could you carry out this experiment?  

How will you make sure the experiment is a fair test?  

What do you predict the outcome of the experiment will be?  

Discuss ideas to each of these questions as a class. 

 

Task 2 

 

Cut out the puppets and draw around the template on card or black 

paper. Cut out the shadow puppets and secure them onto a stick. 

 

Turn off the main light in the room and hold the puppet close to a wall. 

Using a torch, shine the torch behind the shadows. Look at what you 

notice. What happens when you move the torch closer to the object 

and further away? What happens when you move the puppet closer and 

further away from the wall? 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z87jmp3


 
 

 

 

 



Plan a VE Day Party



Let’s celebrate Year 6!



The Second World War ended on 8th May, 1945 in Europe
when the German Army signed the armistice,
surrendering to the allies. Britain had fought for six long
years and suffered tremendously due to enemy bombing,
rationing, loss of soldiers and the effects of the second
total war.

What Was VE Day?

Street parties were held, as were all-night celebrations.
Even Princess Elizabeth and Princess Margaret went
out into town to party! Even though the war continued
in the East against Japan, it was certain to be over
soon.

When the war was over, the people of Britain were overjoyed. They gathered
at Buckingham Palace to see the King and listened to his speech around the
wireless in their homes.



Use your VE Day party planning
sheet to create your party plan.

Day 1 Task: plan an event   



Dear Miss Wilcox

In order to celebrate VE day, I would like to invite you to a VE day celebration on 
Friday 8th May 2020.

Location:

Time:

Please Bring: 

We hope you can make this momentous occasion. 

From:

Day 1 Task: write an invitation  



Day 2 Task: plan a decoration   



Day 2 Task: plan a decoration   



Day 3 Task: plan a decoration   

You will find this 
model in your 
pack. Please use it 
to help you. 



Put yourself in the shoes of someone living in Britain in 1945:

• Why did VE Day mean so much to people?
• Why did they celebrate so much?
• Would it have been a day of mixed emotions for people who had lost 

someone in the war?
• What if they knew someone who was still fighting in the Far East?

Why Was VE Day So Significant to 
People in 1945?

You are now going to write a poem based on VE day. You
may find it easier to write as if you were someone who was
celebrating VE day 75 years ago.

Day 4 Task: plan a poem    



Day 4 Task: plan a poem 



Day 5 Task: write a poem 



 



twinkl.com



twinkl.com



VE Day Teacup Design
Victory in Europe (VE) Day took place on 8th May 1945. It marked the end of the Second World War in Europe.  

VE Day was commemorated in many ways, including the production of special cups. 

• Do you recognise the people 
on the cup? Who are they?

• Why is there a flag on the cup?

• What do you think the 
slogan on the cup means?

• Why do you think 
commemorative cups 
like this were made?

visit twinkl.com

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/ks2-history-british-history-beyong-1066-20th-century/ks2-world-war-two/ks2-world-war-two-activities
http://www.twinkl.co.uk


VE Day Teacup Design
Design your own VE Day cup. Think about your design and make sure it is bright and eye-catching. 

You could include flags, important buildings or people who were involved in the Second World War. 

visit twinkl.com

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/ks2-history-british-history-beyong-1066-20th-century/ks2-world-war-two/ks2-world-war-two-activities
http://www.twinkl.co.uk


Design and Technology | KS1 | Our Fabric Faces | Designing Our Faces | Lesson 5 

 

 

 Decoration Design Ideas 

 
Please design 4 ideas for a party decoration that you could use in your VE day celebrations. Please use labels to 

explain each feature of your design. Consider the descriptive vocabulary you could use.  

 

 

 

  

 

Resources needed: 
 
 
 

Resources needed: 
 
 
 

Resources needed: 
 
 
 

Resources needed: 
 
 
 



Design and Technology | KS1 | Our Fabric Faces | Designing Our Faces | Lesson 5 

 

 

My Final Design Plan  

 

 

The tools/equipment that I need are: The fabrics and materials that I need are: 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Plan the steps you will use to make it. Consider how you can use adverbial phrases and 
imperative verbs. Be as descriptive as possible when describing each step.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   



 

 

 VE Day Party Decoration Instructional Guide 

 



Y5 Instructions: Example Text
How to Fix a Puncture on a Monster Truck

Have you ever had a puncture on a bicycle or seen a flat tyre on a car? 
Imagine if the puncture was on the huge tyre of a monster truck. How 
would you fix the puncture and get the truck back on track performing 
stunts and crushing cars? Follow these instructions and you will find out 
how to fix it!

You will need:

• a very large container of warm water (a paddling pool would 
 be ideal)
• a strong rubber patch
• a piece of sandpaper
• some chalk
• a coloured wax crayon
• rubber solution (similar to glue)

Method

1. Firstly, remove the tyre from the truck with the help of several strong 
people, who are able to help to lift the truck off the ground.

2. Perform a thorough check to see if any sharp objects remains stuck in the 
tyre and carefully remove them if necessary. This is particularly important 
if the truck has been driving over other vehicles.

3. If the source of the puncture is not clear, you will need to locate it 
by reinflating the tyre with air. An electrical pump could speed up this 
process considerably. 

4. After inflating, try looking or listening for any air leaking out. This may 
involve the use of a small stepladder to reach the top of the tyre.

5. Alternatively, submerge the tyre under water in a very large container 
such as a paddling pool. Any leaking air can be identified by bubbles rising 
to the surface of the water. 



Y5 Instructions: Example Text

6. Once the puncture is located, mark the affected area with a piece of chalk 
or wax crayon. Keep the chalk nearby for later.

7. Next, take the sandpaper and lightly rub around the damaged area to 
roughen the surface.

8. Spread the rubber solution over the area then allow a few seconds for it 
to become tacky and achieve the correct consistency.

9. Use the chalk, which you set aside earlier, to absorb any excess water 
or liquid.

10. Remove the patch from its packet, making sure not to get any dirt 
on it, then place it over the puncture and smooth it down carefully until 
securely stuck down. Be sure to apply it meticulously into any deep ridges of 
the tyre.

Your tyre is now ready to be returned into place and your truck should be 
ready to go crushing again!

Warning: If you ever actually own or drive a monster truck, always 
remember to ask an expert before trying to fix any part of it yourself!



Y5 Instructions: Example Text Annotated 
Genre Features

How to Fix a Puncture on a Monster Truck

Have you ever had a puncture on a bicycle or seen a flat tyre on a car? 
Imagine if the puncture was on the huge tyre of a monster truck. How 
would you fix the puncture and get the truck back on track performing 
stunts and crushing cars? Follow these instructions and you will find out 
how to fix it!2

You will need:3

• a very large container of warm water (a paddling pool would 
 be ideal)
• a strong rubber patch
• a piece of sandpaper
• some chalk
• a coloured wax crayon
• rubber solution (similar to glue)

Method3

1. Firstly, remove5 the tyre from the truck with the help of several strong 
people, who are able to help to lift the truck off the ground.

2. Perform5 a thorough check to see if any sharp objects remains stuck in the 
tyre and carefully remove them if necessary. This is particularly important 
if the truck has been driving over other vehicles.7

3. If the source of the puncture is not clear6, you will need to locate5 it by 
reinflating the tyre with air. An electrical pump could speed up this process 
considerably.7 

4. After inflating, try looking or listening for any air leaking out. This may 
involve the use of a small stepladder to reach the top of the tyre.7

5. Alternatively, submerge5 the tyre under water6 in a very large container 
such as a paddling pool. Any leaking air can be identified by bubbles rising 
to the surface of the water. 

1use 
organisational 
devices to 
structure writing 

2include an 
introduction with 
questions to in-
terest the reader 

3include what 
is needed and a 
method or list of 
steps 

4put the steps 
in chronological 
order

5use imperative 
verbs

6include 
accurate 
descriptions and 
technical 
language 

7include tips and 
extra advice for 
the reader

8include a 
conclusion 
directed at the 
reader 

1

1

1 and 4



Y5 Instructions: Example Text Annotated Genre Features

1use 
organisational 
devices to 
structure writing 

2include an 
introduction with 
questions to 
interest the 
reader 

3include what 
is needed and a 
method or list of 
steps 

4put the steps 
in chronological 
order

5use imperative 
verbs

6include 
accurate 
descriptions and 
technical 
language 

7include tips and 
extra advice for 
the reader

8include a 
conclusion 
directed at the 
reader 

6. Once the puncture is located, mark5 the affected area with a piece of chalk 
or wax crayon. Keep the chalk nearby for later.

7. Next, take5 the sandpaper and lightly rub around the damaged area to 
roughen the surface.6

8. Spread5 the rubber solution over the area then allow a few seconds for it 
to become tacky and achieve the correct consistency.

9. Use5 the chalk, which you set aside earlier, to absorb any excess water 
or liquid.6

10. Remove5 the patch from its packet, making sure not to get any dirt 
on it, then place it over the puncture and smooth it down carefully until 
securely stuck down. Be sure to apply it meticulously into any deep ridges of 
the tyre.

Your tyre is now ready to be returned into place and your truck should be 
ready to go crushing again!8

Warning: If you ever actually own or drive a monster truck, always 
remember to ask an expert before trying to fix any part of it yourself!7

1 and 4



Y5 instructions: Example Text
Annotated Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

How to Fix a Puncture on a Monster Truck3

Have you ever had a puncture on a bicycle or seen a flat tyre on a car? 
Imagine if the puncture was on the huge tyre of a monster truck. How 
would you fix the puncture and get the truck back on track performing 
stunts and crushing cars? Follow these instructions and you will7 find out 
how to fix it!

You will need:3

• a very large container of warm water 
 (a paddling pool would be ideal)8

• a strong rubber patch
• a piece12 of sandpaper
• some chalk
• a coloured wax crayon
• rubber solution (similar to glue)8

3

3

Method3

1. Firstly5, remove the tyre from the truck with the help of several 
strong people, who are able to help to lift the truck off the ground6.

2. Perform a thorough13 check to see if any sharp objects remains 
stuck in the tyre and carefully remove them if necessary13. This 
is particularly important if the truck has been driving over other 
vehicles13.

3. If the source12 of the puncture is not clear,9 you will need to locate 
it by reinflating10 the tyre with air. An electrical pump could7 speed 
up this process considerably. 

4. After inflating5, try looking or listening for any air leaking out. 
This may7 involve the use of a small stepladder to reach the top of 
the tyre.

5 Uses linking 
words/phrases 
between sentenc-
es and para-
graphs to build 
cohesion includ-
ing time adver-
bials, e.g. later; 
place adverbials, 
e.g. nearby; and 
number, e.g. 
secondly.

1 Uses the full 
range of spelling, 
grammar and 
punctuation 
features taught 
in previous year 
groups, including 
pronouns 
for cohesion, 
adverbials and 
the correct tense 
throughout

6 Uses relative 
clauses beginning 
with a relative 
pronoun (who, 
which, where, 
when, whose, 
that), e.g. 
Professor Scriffle, 
who was a 
famous inventor, 
had made a new 
discovery

4 Précises longer 
passages

2 Selects 
appropriate 
grammar and 
vocabulary to 
match the purpose 
and audience 

3 Uses 
organisational 
and presentational 
devices that 
are relevant to 
the text type, 
e.g. headings, 
bullet points, 
underlining

13 Spells most 
words correctly 
from the Y5/6 
statutory 
spelling list

12 Spells more 
complex 
homophones 
correctly, e.g. 
affect/effect, 
practice/practise

11 Spells nouns 
or adjectives 
converted into 
verbs using 
suffixes, e.g. 
designate, 
classify, criticise

10 Spells a wider 
range of verb 
prefixes correctly, 
e.g. deactivate, 
overturn, 
misconduct

7 Uses adverbs 
and modal 
verbs to indicate 
degrees of 
possibility, e.g. 
surely, perhaps, 
should, might

9 Uses commas to 
clarify meaning 
or to avoid 
ambiguity.

8 Uses brackets, 
dashes or 
commas 
to indicate 
parenthesis



Your tyre is now ready to be returned into place and your 
truck should7 be ready to go crushing again!

Warning: If you ever actually own or drive a monster truck, always7 

remember to ask an expert before trying to fix any part of it yourself!

3

4

5. Alternatively, submerge10 the tyre under water in a very large 
container such as a paddling pool. Any leaking air can7 be identified11 
by bubbles rising to the surface of the water. 

6. Once the puncture is located,9 mark the affected12 area with a 
piece of chalk or wax crayon. Keep the chalk nearby for later.

7. Next5, take the sandpaper and lightly rub around the damaged 
area to roughen11 the surface.

8. Spread the rubber solution over the area then allow a few seconds 
for it to become tacky and achieve13 the correct consistency.

9. Use the chalk, which you set aside earlier6, to absorb any excess water 
or liquid.

10. Remove10 the patch from its packet, making sure not to get 
any dirt on it,8 then place it over the puncture and smooth it down 
carefully until securely stuck down. Be sure to apply it meticulously 
into any deep ridges of the tyre.

Y5 Instructions: Example Text
Annotated Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

5 Uses linking 
words/phrases 
between sentenc-
es and para-
graphs to build 
cohesion includ-
ing time adver-
bials, e.g. later; 
place adverbials, 
e.g. nearby; and 
number, e.g. 
secondly.

13 Spells most 
words correctly 
from the Y5/6 
statutory 
spelling list

12 Spells more 
complex 
homophones 
correctly, e.g. 
affect/effect, 
practice/practise

11 Spells 
nouns 

or adjectives 
converted into 
verbs using 
suffixes, e.g. 
designate, 
classify, criticise

10 Spells a wider 
range of verb 
prefixes correctly, 
e.g. deactivate, 

overturn, 
misconduct

1 Uses the full 
range of spelling, 
grammar and 
punctuation 
features taught 
in previous year 
groups, including 
pronouns 
for cohesion, 
adverbials and 
the correct tense 
throughout

7 Uses adverbs 
and modal 
verbs to indicate 
degrees of 
possibility, e.g. 
surely, perhaps, 
should, might

9 Uses commas to 
clarify meaning 
or to avoid 
ambiguity.

8 Uses brackets, 
dashes or 
commas 
to indicate 
parenthesis

6 Uses relative 
clauses beginning 
with a relative 
pronoun (who, 
which, where, 
when, whose, 
that), e.g. 
Professor Scriffle, 
who was a 
famous inventor, 
had made a new 
discovery

4 Précises longer 
passages

2 Selects 
appropriate 
grammar and 
vocabulary to 
match the purpose 
and audience 

3 Uses 
organisational 
and presentational 
devices that 
are relevant to 
the text type, 
e.g. headings, 
bullet points, 
underlining



Y5 instructions: Example Text
Annotated Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

How to Fix a Puncture on a Monster Truck3

Have you ever had a puncture on a bicycle or seen a flat tyre on a car? 
Imagine if the puncture was on the huge tyre of a monster truck. How 
would you fix the puncture and get the truck back on track performing 
stunts and crushing cars? Follow these instructions and you will7 find out 
how to fix it!

You will need:3

• a very large container of warm water 
 (a paddling pool would be ideal)8

• a strong rubber patch
• a piece12 of sandpaper
• some chalk
• a coloured wax crayon
• rubber solution (similar to glue)8

3

3

Method3

1. Firstly5, remove the tyre from the truck with the help of several 
strong people, who are able to help to lift the truck off the ground6.

2. Perform a thorough13 check to see if any sharp objects remains 
stuck in the tyre and carefully remove them if necessary13. This 
is particularly important if the truck has been driving over other 
vehicles13.

3. If the source12 of the puncture is not clear,9 you will need to locate 
it by reinflating10 the tyre with air. An electrical pump could7 speed 
up this process considerably. 

4. After inflating5, try looking or listening for any air leaking out. 
This may7 involve the use of a small stepladder to reach the top of 
the tyre.

5 Uses linking 
words/phrases 
between sentenc-
es and para-
graphs to build 
cohesion includ-
ing time adver-
bials, e.g. later; 
place adverbials, 
e.g. nearby; and 
number, e.g. 
secondly.

1 Uses the full 
range of spelling, 
grammar and 
punctuation 
features taught 
in previous year 
groups, including 
pronouns 
for cohesion, 
adverbials and 
the correct tense 
throughout

6 Uses relative 
clauses beginning 
with a relative 
pronoun (who, 
which, where, 
when, whose, 
that), e.g. 
Professor Scriffle, 
who was a 
famous inventor, 
had made a new 
discovery

4 Précises longer 
passages

2 Selects 
appropriate 
grammar and 
vocabulary to 
match the purpose 
and audience 

3 Uses 
organisational 
and presentational 
devices that 
are relevant to 
the text type, 
e.g. headings, 
bullet points, 
underlining

13 Spells most 
words correctly 
from the Y5/6 
statutory 
spelling list

12 Spells more 
complex 
homophones 
correctly, e.g. 
affect/effect, 
practice/practise

11 Spells nouns 
or adjectives 
converted into 
verbs using 
suffixes, e.g. 
designate, 
classify, criticise

10 Spells a wider 
range of verb 
prefixes correctly, 
e.g. deactivate, 
overturn, 
misconduct

7 Uses adverbs 
and modal 
verbs to indicate 
degrees of 
possibility, e.g. 
surely, perhaps, 
should, might

9 Uses commas to 
clarify meaning 
or to avoid 
ambiguity.

8 Uses brackets, 
dashes or 
commas 
to indicate 
parenthesis



Y5 Instructions: Example Text
Annotated Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

Your tyre is now ready to be returned into place and your 
truck should7 be ready to go crushing again!

Warning: If you ever actually own or drive a monster truck, always7 

remember to ask an expert before trying to fix any part of it yourself!

3

4

5. Alternatively, submerge10 the tyre under water in a very large 
container such as a paddling pool. Any leaking air can7 be identified11 
by bubbles rising to the surface of the water. 

6. Once the puncture is located,9 mark the affected12 area with a 
piece of chalk or wax crayon. Keep the chalk nearby for later.

7. Next5, take the sandpaper and lightly rub around the damaged 
area to roughen11 the surface.

8. Spread the rubber solution over the area then allow a few seconds 
for it to become tacky and achieve13 the correct consistency.

9. Use the chalk, which you set aside earlier6, to absorb any excess water 
or liquid.

10. Remove10 the patch from its packet, making sure not to get 
any dirt on it,8 then place it over the puncture and smooth it down 
carefully until securely stuck down. Be sure to apply it meticulously 
into any deep ridges of the tyre.

5 Uses linking 
words/phrases 
between sentenc-
es and para-
graphs to build 
cohesion includ-
ing time adver-
bials, e.g. later; 
place adverbials, 
e.g. nearby; and 
number, e.g. 
secondly.

13 Spells most 
words correctly 
from the Y5/6 
statutory 
spelling list

12 Spells more 
complex 
homophones 
correctly, e.g. 
affect/effect, 
practice/practise

1 Uses the full 
range of spelling, 
grammar and 
punctuation 
features taught 
in previous year 
groups, including 
pronouns 
for cohesion, 
adverbials and 
the correct tense 
throughout

7 Uses adverbs 
and modal 
verbs to indicate 
degrees of 
possibility, e.g. 
surely, perhaps, 
should, might

9 Uses commas to 
clarify meaning 
or to avoid 
ambiguity.

8 Uses brackets, 
dashes or 
commas 
to indicate 
parenthesis

6 Uses relative 
clauses beginning 
with a relative 
pronoun (who, 
which, where, 
when, whose, 
that), e.g. 
Professor Scriffle, 
who was a 
famous inventor, 
had made a new 
discovery

4 Précises longer 
passages

2 Selects 
appropriate 
grammar and 
vocabulary to 
match the purpose 
and audience 

3 Uses 
organisational 
and presentational 
devices that 
are relevant to 
the text type, 
e.g. headings, 
bullet points, 
underlining

11 Spells 
nouns 

or adjectives 
converted into 
verbs using 
suffixes, e.g. 
designate, 
classify, criticise

10 Spells a wider 
range of verb 
prefixes correctly, 
e.g. deactivate, 

overturn, 
misconduct



How to write a method for an instructional text. 

 

 

 

   

    

 

1. Firstly, gather your resources and equipment: coloured paper, scissors, glue, a ruler and a 

needle and thread. Cautiously handle the scissors and needle as these items might be sharp. 

2. Following this, lay out one piece of coloured paper and begin by folding the paper to create 

a 1cm fold. Flip the paper over and repeat the same folding process. Ensure that you 

securely hold the folded paper so that it starts to create a series of folds.  

3. Once you have folded the entire piece of paper, repeat the same process for the second 

piece.  

4. Carefully place one of the folded pieces of paper in your hand; fold the fan in half. Repeat 

the same process with the other piece of coloured paper. Use your fingers to ensure that 

they are firmly pressed and folded together.  

5. Using a glue stick, glue along the inside of the folded paper. Join each end and press them 

firmly so that they stick together.  

6. Hold the other piece of coloured paper and glue the outside of the folded paper. Glue the 

outside edge and join it together with the other piece of paper.  

7. Finally, open the folded paper so it begins to look like a fan. Glue the outside edges together 

so that it creates a complete circle.  

8. In order to hang your rosette, create a pin hole at the top of the decoration. Remember to 

ensure that you carefully pierce the paper with the needle and keep your fingers away from 

the point of the needle as you do so. 

9. Using the thread (or string if you prefer) push it through the hole until you have a sufficient 

amount so that you can hang it to your desired height.  
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Prepositions Word Mat

behind

in
in front of

next to
on

off

under

with

above

after

against

at

below

before

between inside

near

outside

across

along

around

down

from

into

onto

over

past

through
among

beneath

beside

beyond
by

during

adjacent

opposite

toward

within



Year 5 Instructions 
complete you will need because however

locate how to once until

listensource when carefully

takeattach if particularly

smoothmeasure as considerably

applycontinue after alternatively

followadd while identified

achieveremove before damaged

absorbuse so securely

placerepeat but actually

later now

after 

next

firstly 

then

before

once

finally

method

instructions

steps

equipment

tools



 

I'm thankful that those old men, 

The ones still living yet 

Keep talking of V.E. day, 

And won't let us forget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Poems  
 
 

VE Day 

 

Victory in Europe 

Seventy five years ago; 

To some it doesn't mean a thing, 

It happened long ago. 

 

It's just a thing they talk about, 

Those old men down the street; 

Todays kids cannot understand, 

They never felt the heat. 

 

They never knew the torment, 

The heartache, pain and death; 

They've never seen a soldier 

That's fighting for his breath. 

 

The victory in Europe 

Was certainly hard won 

For who lost a brother, 

A father or a son; 

 

For men who gave the ultimate 

Upon some foreign land; 

A poppy for a head-stone 

Now growing in the sand. 

 

This victory in Europe 

About which now I write, 

It made me free, 

I'm glad I didn't have to go and fight. 



VE Night 

I'm going to see a bonfire 

A bonfire on a hill 

To celebrate VE night 

The memory lingers still 

 

It's 75 years ago now 

And many things have passed 

But those celebrations left 

Impressions that will last 

 

We'd never seen a firework 

Or pretty coloured rain 

The only rockets that we knew 

Inflicted deadly pain 

 

We'd seen the dockside burning 

Incendiaries in the street 

But to dance around that bonfire 

We thought a wondrous treat 

 

The searchlights that had chased the planes 

Made patterns in the sky 

The church bells, hooters, sirens 

We heard on hilltop high 

 

We sang and danced and laughed and cried 

As we went down the hill 

And dawn was breaking far away 

That memory lingers still 

  



Poem Planning Sheet  

Stanza  Content (4-6 lines) Simile, Personification or 
metaphor 

 
Stanza 1 

 
 

What day is 
it? 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Stanza 2 
 

How were 
people 

celebrating? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Stanza 3 
 

What do the 
people 

remember 
about the war? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Stanza 4 
 

How the war 
will not be 
forgotten as 

many soldiers 
died. 

 

  

 
 

Optional 
stanza 5 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 





thrown

shoulder

blown

mould

poultry

smoulder

shallow

soul

window

known

For this week’s spellings...
we are looking at words with a long /o/ 

sound spelt ‘ou’ or ‘ow’



 shoulder 

smoulder 

mould 

poultry 

soul 

shallow 

window 

blown 

known 

thrown 
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Words With Long /o/ Sound 
Spelt ‘ou’ or ‘ow’
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Words With Long /o/ Sound 
Spelt ‘ou’ or ‘ow’
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Anne Frank
• Born in Germany on 12th June 1929

• Parents: Otto and Edith

• Sister: Margot

• Lively and outgoing, had lots of friends.

• Enjoyed writing, going for family trips 
out to the seaside, riding her bike.

The Second World War
In 1933, Adolf Hitler became the leader of 
Germany. Anne was Jewish but Hitler 
despised Jews. He blamed them for Germany’s 
problems. Otto Frank moved to Amsterdam 
in the Netherlands when Anne was four 
years old. The Second World War began in 
1939. The Nazis invaded the Netherlands 
in 1940. Life became hard for Jewish people. They 

were forced to wear a yellow star. 
Anne received a red diary for her 
thirteenth birthday. Anne named her diary ‘Kitty’; she began to 
write in it every day. Anne loved to write.

Going Into Hiding
Otto Frank had a secret annexe behind his office. Anne and 
her family hid away from the 

Nazis for two years. Anne wrote in 
‘Kitty’ every day.

Captured
Towards the end of the war, Anne and her family 
were betrayed and the Nazis found their hiding 
place. The family was split up and sent to a 
concentration camp. Anne died just a month 
before the end of the war from a disease called 
typhus. She was fifteen years old when she died. 
Only Otto Frank survived. He decided to publish 
Anne’s diary. 
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Anne Frank had dreams of becoming 
a writer. Her diary shows her courage 
and hopefulness.

“Think of all the beauty still left 
around you and be happy.”

Anne Frank

“No one has ever become poorer 
by giving.”
Anne Frank

Anne Frank Timeline

Anne Frank

1929 12th June: Anne is born in Germany.

1933
Adolf Hitler comes to power as leader of Germany.

Anne Frank moves to Amsterdam.

1940 May: Germany invades the Netherlands.

1942

Jews must wear a yellow star.

14th June: Anne begins her journal.

July: Anne’s family go into hiding.

1944
4th August: The Franks are discovered and arrested.

3rd September: The Franks are taken to a concentration camp.

1945 March: Anne dies from Typhus.

1947 Anne’s father Otto publishes her journal.

Photos courtesy of kelli_moss3, z_dead, archer10 and Lukas Rauscher (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution
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Questions
1. When and where was Anne Frank born?  

 

2. What is the best meaning for ‘lively and outgoing’? Tick one answer.  

Full of life and energy 

Naughty and mischievous 

Quiet and laid-back

3. Use the information to find two things that Anne Frank enjoyed doing. 

 

4. Who was Adolf Hitler? 

 

5. When the Nazis invaded the Netherlands in 1940, life became hard for Jews. What were 

they made to do? 

 

6. Anne received a red journal for her thirteenth birthday. What did she name it? 

 

7. Otto Frank had a secret annexe to hide his family from the Nazis. Why did he do this? Tick 

the reason that is false. 

If they were caught, the family would be sent to a concentration camp. 

Otto Frank wanted to keep his family safe. 

The Nazis blamed the Jews for Germany’s problems so the Jews were in danger. 

Anne Frank liked to play ‘hide and seek’.

8. Anne Frank hid in the secret annexe for two years. How would you feel if you had to stay 

hidden for so long? 

 

 

 

Anne Frank



Answers
1. When and where was Anne Frank born? 

Anne Frank was born on 12th June, 1929 in Germany.

2. What is the best meaning for ‘lively and outgoing’? Tick one answer. 
Full of life and energy

3. Use the information to find two things that Anne Frank enjoyed doing. 
Choose any two from: writing, family trips to the seaside, riding a bike.

4. Who was Adolf Hitler? 
Adolf Hitler was the leader of Germany.

5. When the Nazis invaded the Netherlands in 1940, life became hard for Jews. What were 
they made to do? 
Jews were made to wear a yellow star.

6. Anne received a red journal for her thirteenth birthday. What did she name it? 
Anne named her journal Kitty.

7. Otto Frank had a secret annexe to hide his family from the Nazis. Why did he do this? Tick 
the reason that is false. 
Anne Frank liked to play ‘hide and seek’.

8. Anne Frank hid in the secret annexe for two years. How would you feel if you had to stay 
hidden for so long? 
Answers should show empathy with Anne Franks situation 
and may include the following themes:

• Feeling trapped

• Being fearful of discovery

• A longing to go outside

• A wish to do ‘normal’ things like riding a bike, going for a walk

Anne Frank
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Anne Frank
Who was Anne Frank?
Anne Frank was born in Frankfurt, Germany on 
12th June, 1929. Her parents were Otto and 
Edith and she had an older sister, Margot. Anne 
was lively and outgoing. She had lots of friends 
and she enjoyed writing, going for family trips 
out to the seaside and riding her bike. 

 
The Second World War
In 1933, Adolf Hitler became the leader of Germany 
and life was never the same again. Anne was Jewish 
and Hitler despised Jews. He unfairly blamed them for 
many of Germany’s problems. To keep his family safe, 
Otto Frank moved to Amsterdam in the Netherlands 
when Anne was just four years old. However, the 
Second World War began in 1939, and in 1940, the 
Nazis invaded the Netherlands.

Life became hard for Jewish people, who were forced to wear 
a yellow star and were not allowed to own businesses. Anne 
celebrated her thirteenth birthday and received a red journal 
that was to become a record of her experiences as a Jew in 
the Second World War. Anne loved to write and, naming her 
journal ‘Kitty’, she began to write in it every day.

Going Into Hiding
Otto Frank had a secret annexe behind his office 
where his family could hide away from the Nazis. 
After packing what they could, the family went 
quickly to the small annexe and with the help of 
friends, hid away for two years. Anne wrote in ‘Kitty’ 
every day. Her journal tells us about how her family 
struggled to stay alive.

Captured
Eight people were able to hide in the annexe. They 
had to be very quiet, walking barefoot and hanging 
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heavy curtains at the windows. Anne often wrote 
about how tired she was of living in the cramped 
space. Towards the end of the war, Anne and her 
family were betrayed and the Nazis found their 
hiding place.

The End
In 1944, the families were arrested, split up 
and sent to concentration camps. Anne died 
just a month before the end of the war from a 
disease called typhus. She was just fifteen years 
old. The only family member to survive was 
Otto Frank. When he returned to Amsterdam, he 
decided to publish Anne’s journal. It has been 
read all over the world and is translated into 
sixty-five languages.

Anne Frank Timeline

Anne Frank

1929 12th June: Anne is born in Germany.

1933
Adolf Hitler comes to power as leader of Germany.
Anne Frank moves to Amsterdam.

1940 May: Germany invades the Netherlands.

1942
Jews must wear a yellow star.
14th June: Anne begins her journal.
July: Anne’s family go into hiding.

1944
4th August: The Franks are discovered and arrested.
3rd September: The Franks are taken to a concentration camp.

1945 March: Anne dies from Typhus.

1947 Anne’s father Otto publishes her journal.

“Think of all the beauty 
still left around you and 

be happy.”
Anne Frank

Photos courtesy of kelli_moss3, z_dead, archer10 and Lukas Rauscher (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution
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Questions
1. When and where was Anne Frank born?  

 

2. Who was Adolf Hitler?   

 

3. Otto Frank decided to move his family from Germany because it was becoming dangerous 

for Jews. Give two reasons why it was dangerous. 

 

 

4. Where did Anne Frank and her family move to? 

 

5. Give two ways life became hard for Jewish people. 

 

 

6. What gift did Anne Frank receive on her thirteenth birthday? 

 

7. Use information from the text to show whether these statements are fact or opinion. 
 

Fact Opinion
Anne loved to write.
Anne would write every day.
Anne named her diary ‘Kitty’ 
because her journal was like 
a friend to her.

8. Where was the secret annexe Otto Frank used to hide his family? Tick the answer that 

is correct. 

In the cellar of his office. 

Behind his office.  

In a friends house. 

In a cupboard under the stairs.

Anne Frank
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Questions
Anne Frank

9. Eight people lived in the secret annexe. Give two ways they were able to stay hidden. 

 

 

10. How old was Anne Frank when she died? 

 



Answers
1. When and where was Anne Frank born? 

Anne Frank was born on 12th June 1929 in Frankfurt, Germany

2. Who was Adolf Hitler?  
Adolf Hitler was the leader of Germany.

3. Otto Frank decided to move his family from Germany because it was becoming dangerous 

for Jews. Give two reasons why it was dangerous. 
It was dangerous for Jews in Germany because Adolf Hitler despised Jews and he 
unfairly blamed Jews for many of Germany’s problems.

4. Where did Anne Frank and her family move to? 
Anne and her family moved to Amsterdam in the Netherlands.

5. Give two ways life became hard for Jewish people. 
Life became hard for Jews because they were forced to wear a yellow star and they 
were not allowed to own businesses.

6. What gift did Anne Frank receive on her thirteenth birthday? 
Anne Frank received a red journal on her thirteenth birthday.

7. Use information from the text to show whether these statements are fact or opinion. 
Anne loved to write. Fact. 
Anne would write every day. Fact. 
Anne named her diary ‘Kitty’ because her journal was like a friend to her. Opinion.

8. Where was the secret annexe Otto Frank used to hide his family? Tick the answer that 

is correct. 
Behind his office. 

9. Eight people lived in the secret annexe. Give two ways they were able to stay hidden. 
To stay hidden, the people in the secret annexe walked barefoot to be quiet and hung 
heavy curtains at the windows so people couldn’t see them.

10. How old was Anne Frank when she died? 
Anne Frank was fifteen years old when she died.

Anne Frank
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Anne Frank
Anne Frank was born in Frankfurt, Germany on 12th 
June, 1929. Her parents were named Otto and Edith 
and her elder sister was named Margot. Anne was 
passionate and vivacious. Growing up, she had many 
friends and her early life in Germany was like that 
of any other child: going for family trips out to the 
seaside and riding her bike. 

In 1933, Adolf Hitler became 
the leader of Germany and life for Anne was never the 
same again. As leader of the Nazi political party, Hitler 
despised Jews. He unfairly blamed them for many of 
Germany’s problems. Jewish people were forced to 
wear a yellow star and were not allowed to own or 
run businesses. As a result, many Jews left Germany in 
search of a safer place to live. Anne and her family were 
Jewish, so they moved to Amsterdam in the Netherlands when she was just four 
years old. 

For a while, life seemed to be safe and normal again. With the outbreak of the 
Second World War in 1939, Anne’s father feared the Nazis would invade the 
Netherlands. In 1940, that is exactly what happened. 

Despite this, Anne happily celebrated her thirteenth birthday 
and received a red journal that was to become a record of her 
experiences as a Jew in the Second World War. Anne loved 
to write and, naming her journal 
‘Kitty’, she began to do so every 
day. She wrote about her wish 

for the war to end and other hopes 
  for the future.

Otto Frank began to plan a safe hiding place for his 
family. He had a secret annexe behind his office where 
his family could hide away from the Nazis, safe and 
unseen. After packing what they could, the family 
moved quickly to the small annexe. They hid away 
for two years with the help of friends. Anne wrote in 
‘Kitty’ every day.
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In total, eight people hid away in the annexe. 
They had to be very quiet, walking barefoot and 
hanging heavy curtains at the windows. Anne 
described the families she lived with and often 
wrote about how tired she was of living in the 
cramped space. Just as news about the nearing 
end of the war reached the Franks, they were 
betrayed and the Nazis found their hiding place. 

In 1944, the families were arrested, split up and 
sent to concentration camps. Anne was sent with 
Margot. In 1945, just a month before the end of 
the war, they died from a disease called typhus. Anne was just fifteen years old. 

The only family member to survive was Otto Frank. When he returned to 
Amsterdam, he found Anne’s journal. He decided to publish it, sharing Anne’s 
personal thoughts and sufferings with the world. It has been read all over the 
world and is translated into sixty-five languages.

 
Anne Frank Timeline

Anne Frank

1929 12th June: Anne is born in Germany.

1933
Adolf Hitler comes to power as leader of Germany.
Anne Frank moves to Amsterdam.

1940 May: Germany invades the Netherlands.

1942
Jews must wear a yellow star.
14th June: Anne begins her journal.
July: Anne’s family go into hiding.

1944
4th August: The Franks are discovered and arrested.
3rd September: The Franks are taken to a concentration camp.

1945 March: Anne dies from Typhus.

1947 Anne’s father Otto publishes her journal.

Photos courtesy of kelli_moss3, z_dead, archer10 and Lukas Rauscher (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution
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Questions
1. When and where was Anne Frank born?  

 

2. Anne is described as ‘vivacious’. Tick the word with the closest meaning.  

Lively, happy 

Mischievous 

Angry 

Quiet

3. Who was Adolf Hitler?  

 

 

4. Explain why Otto Frank was worried about his family when Adolf Hitler became the leader 

of Germany. 

 

 

5. Where did Otto Frank take his family to live safely? 

 

6. Jews were made to wear a yellow star. Why do you think the Nazis made this rule? 

 

7. Otto Frank planned a secret annexe for his family to hide from the Nazis. Give two ways 

the occupants helped to stay hidden. 

 

 

8. What gift did Anne Frank receive on her thirteenth birthday? 

  

 

Anne Frank
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Questions
Anne Frank

9. Anne named her journal ‘Kitty’. What does this tell you about how she felt about 

the journal? 

 

 

10. After the war, Otto Frank decided to publish Anne’s journal. What is the reason given 

in the text for doing this?



Answers
1. When and where was Anne Frank born? 

Anne Frank was born on June 12th, 1929 in Frankfurt, Germany.

2. 2. Anne is described as ‘vivacious’. Tick the word with the closest meaning. 
Lively, happy.

3. Who was Adolf Hitler?  
Adolf Hitler was the leader of the Nazi Political Party in Germany.

4. Explain why Otto Frank was worried about his family when Adolf Hitler became the leader 
of Germany. 
Because the Frank’s were Jewish, Otto Frank was worried about the safety of his 
family. This was because Adolf Hitler despised Jews, unfairly blaming them for 
Germany’s problems. Hitler began to make life difficult for Jews and Otto Frank felt his 
family would be in danger.

5. Where did Otto Frank take his family to live safely? 
Otto Frank took his family to live in Amsterdam, in the Netherlands.

6. Jews were made to wear a yellow star. Why do you think the Nazi’s made this rule? 
Jewish people were made to wear a yellow star so that the Nazi’s could easily 
identify them.

7. Otto Frank planned a secret annexe for his family to hide from the Nazis. Give 

two ways the occupants helped to stay hidden. 

To stay hidden, the people in the secret annexe had to walk barefoot so they didn’t 

make a noise, and hang heavy curtains at the windows so no one could see them.

8. What gift did Anne Frank receive on her thirteenth birthday? 
Anne received a red journal for her thirteenth birthday.

9. Anne named her journal ‘Kitty’. What does this tell you about how she felt about the 

journal? 
By giving her journal a name, it was like she was talking to a friend. She could 
write down her thoughts and secrets. Because she was trapped in the annexe 
she might have felt lonely, so the journal was a way she could be free.

10. After the war, Otto Frank decided to publish Anne’s journal. What is the reason given in the 
text for doing this? 
By publishing Anne’s journal, Otto Frank could share her personal thoughts and 
sufferings with the world.

Anne Frank


